
Evil and the Innocent 
              
 

Then Herod, when he saw that he was mocked of the wise men, was exceeding wroth, and sent forth, 
and slew all the children that were in Bethlehem, and in all the coasts thereof, from two years old and 

under, according to the time which he had diligently inquired of the wise men. 
– Matthew 2:16 – 

              

 
The account of the Nativity of our Lord is eternally (though permissively) marred with Satan’s 
fingerprint.  We would love for nothing more than to read through the history of the birth of 
the Savior of the world and find only the sweet, transcendent truth of the incarnation of the 
Son of God and all its warm accompaniments of the adoration of shepherds, the worship of 
angels, and the emblematic homage of the Magi.  But the Spirit of God characteristically 
records the whole truth, and He does not ignore the unimaginable evil that is always present in 
a fallen world – the evil that seeks to counter even the most glorious of God’s works.  The Babe 
in the manger would one day remind us that the devil was a murderer from the beginning.  It is 
no surprise we find our Enemy inspiring his vassal king to slaughter the innocent children in 
Bethlehem-Judah, so that everyone can remember that he is, at least for the moment, the god 
of this world. 
 
The arch Fiend finds sadistic delight in all kinds of mayhem, but none so much as when he can 
scar or destroy innocence.  At no other time does he hold so much sway in the hearts of men as 
when he can cause them to question why a good God would allow horrific catastrophe to befall 
undeserving subjects of earth.  So effective is this stratagem that he has increasingly refined the 
devices used to meet out his pernicious ends.  Consider his attacks today on the most innocent 
in our modern world.  Through abortion he has half the population of greatest nation on earth 
fully believing that the state-sanctioned murder of life in the womb is morally justified under a 
rhetorical umbrella of “choice.”  By divorce and addiction, he robs little ones of the security of 
home and sets them on a life-long exile through a labyrinth of memories that severely inhibit 
their ability to find their purpose in the Heavenly Father’s plan for their lives.  And the new 
wave of assault seems to be to confuse unsuspecting youngsters about their gender, which is 
the most fundamental aspect of their God-given identity.  These are all devilishly crafted and 
culturally sanctioned forms of abuse, hellishly inspired and specifically intended to destroy the 
most vulnerable among us. 
 
The God who came to Bethlehem as a Babe came to destroy sin in the flesh, but He will soon 
return as the King of Kings and Lord of Lords to eradicate the curse and reclaim the earth.  Our 
gloating Enemy’s age-old interference in God’s plans will not be tolerated in that day.  There 
will no longer exist any legal authority for him to steal, to kill, and to destroy.  The innocents of 
Bethlehem along with those the devil has decimated for millennia will undoubtedly hold prime 
positions in the Savior’s retinue.  They will bear witness at the devil’s trial, perhaps even 
securing the millstone about his neck that will send him headlong into the lake of fire and 
brimstone to be tormented day and night forever.  Even so, come Lord Jesus. 
 

    -- D. Murcek 


